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Bunny, the Statue of Liberty, Dracula,
Santa, and let’s not forget “Momma”.
‘Tis the season of “LOVE”. Valentine’s
Day. The day associated with romantic
love and an occasion when lovers express
their love for each other.
Five years ago, I looked at it as an
opportunity to express my thanks to
all of my clients by sending a simple little post card (shown here) in
which I proclaimed “I Love My
Clients”.

That little post card evolved into a four
page newsletter, FY I, and then to the redesigned version you see today.

Valentine’s Day
Sudoku
Difficulty Level: Hard

of guns on Black Friday. On that day, the
FBI was called on to process 185,345 gun
buyer background checks which was the
most ever on a single day.

 LinkedIn settled a class action lawsuit that
claimed they had been spamming users’
lists. But they are not alone in profiting
off of the data and contacts you create
and they take without compensation.
Verizon quietly announced plans to sell
your smart phone browsing habits to all of
its AOL advertisers.

At the time, I wanted to say “thank
you” to all of you for your loyalty
and business. On the back of the card I
offered promotional discounts and even a
trivia question contest.

Something to Think About...
Here is everything you ever wanted to know about the history of Valentine’s
Day as presented by the History Channel.
youtube.com/watch?v=neb7dbPW0Sk

Client Corner

Monthly Quote

This month I’d like to welcome Revco’s
first new client of 2016. In January,
Dan Cartmell of Boeing in Seattle, WA
received his brand new ServerLIFT SL350X Manual Lift for use in Boeing’s
Flight Simulator Architecture & Technology group.
Dan and Boeing add to our growing list
of ServerLIFT clients. Thank you, Dan
and welcome to the Revco family.
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“Love is a perfume you cannot pour onto
others without getting a few drops on
yourself.” - Emerson
Share Your Thoughts and Earn a Reward
I want to hear what you think about
Revco and our products. It’s quick &
easy, and your efforts will be greatly appreciated...and rewarded with a $15 Best
Buy Gift Card. To get started, go to:
temp.revco-inc.com/add-your-thoughts
And, when you refer a new client to
Revco, you can earn a $50 Visa Gift
Card and even a dinner for 2 at your
choice of any restaurant! Start now.
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This month I thought I’d share a few interesting tidbits of information. Feel free
to draw your own conclusions.
 Holiday shoppers bought a record number

Over those five years, I have been greatly
appreciative of the many great
comments I have received from
you about a cover photo, a topic in
an article or a request for more information about one of the spotlighted products. Hey, FY I was
actually being read!

But, I must say that to this day I am
truly honored when I meet with one
of you fine folks and see a copy of
FYI on the desk, or a whole stack of archived issues on display, or, as I’ve seen
on at least two occasions, a whole year’s
Well , the response was pretty good and I worth of newsletters pinned up on the
continued to mail a post card monthly with walls around one’s office.
the now famous cover photos of me
dressed as everything including the Easter So, again, “Thank You” for being the best
clients in the world. I love you guys!

Signs of the Times

 Warning: Fitbit can and will be used

How about something for those cold winter nights? Gluehwein is a German/
Austrian winter-holiday drink that most
tourists know as an after ski drink. After
you come in out of the snow, it is supposed to make you glow with warmth
again. Caution: Since you drink this wine
warm, the alcohol goes to your head very
quickly!
Ingredients:
3/4 cup water
1 cinnamon stick
1 orange

3/4 cup white sugar
10 whole cloves
1 bottle red wine

Directions:
In a saucepan, combine the water, sugar and
cinnamon stick. Bring to a boil, reduce heat
and simmer.
Cut the orange in half and squeeze the juice
to the simmering water. Push the cloves into
the outside of the orange peel and place the
peels into the simmering water. Simmer for
30 minutes until thick and syrupy.
Pour in the wine and heat until steaming.
Remove the orange halves and serve in warm
mugs or glasses. Truly delicious!!!
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against you in a court of law. It turns out
that your Fitbit, as well as your phone,
GPS, etc. can be subpoenaed in a civil or
criminal action. A woman claiming home
invasion and sexual assault, at midnight
while asleep, was charged with filing a
false police report and prompting unwarranted emergency response when her
Fitbit showed that she had actually been
up and walking around before and after
the time of the alleged attack.

 Chinese families became the largest
group of overseas homebuyers of US
homes in 2015, spending more than $30billion. That is double the amount they
spent in 2013.

 86% of the Federal tax burden is paid by
20% of the people. Of the 86%, 2/3rds is
paid by 1% of the population. On the other side of the coin, 40% of the population
not only pays nothing, they receive gifts
from the federal government like the
“earned income tax credit”, Obama Care
subsidies and direct payments. And, you
wonder why there are so many lapping up
every promised hand-out by Bernie and
Hillary.

 70% of the total revenue of the internet
was collected by just 5 companies including Amazon, Alphabet (Google) and eBay.
Source: No BS Marketing Newsletter

